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guiding principle is what does an
error mean given the particular
materials, the responses required,
and the classroom conditions. More
details about these procedures are
presented in Theory and Practice of
Early Reading (2).
The assumption that students differ in prior knowledge and in skills
is basic to this approach. Pupil performance in each curricular unit is
evaluated, so permanent diversions
into ability groups is much less likely. The students will be re-grouped
by their responses. Some students
may have extensive vocabulary
knowledge but need extensive help
on spellng. Their performance
determines whether they can work
independently or will need close
supervision. Most help, including
further assessment, will be supplied
to those students who need it for a
particular objective. Students are
presented with harder tasks only
when their responses are both accurate and fast on the present work.
Thus, no student is pushed to do
work where failure is likely.
The cost in money is slight; the
cost in teacher in time is great. The
teacher needs to analyze the tasks
for every objective, to plan for different difficulty levels of performance for each objective, to note
student responses at each level, and
to record these responses. However,
the rewards of knowing what each
student can do and what instruction
helped the student are also great.
Instructional decision- making is

returned to the teacher, the one who
knows most about the students and
the one who is responsible for their
instruction.
In summary, both formal and informal assessment procedures provide useful information but for different purposes. Norm-referened
reading achievement tests are the
most reliable indicators of group
progress over time. Teacherselected assessment tasks obtain the
information needed to guide instruction for individual pupils.
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Evaluating a Fledgling Reading Program
Susan R. Enke
Susan R. Enke is a reading specialist
and English instructor for the
Roseville, Michigan Community Schools.
A high school reading program,
newly born and facing a new decade
of financial cutbacks and declining
enrollment, is a creature needing
great nurturing to meet the increasing demands of students entering
high school with inadequate
reading skills to meet graduation requirements. In the Roseville,
Michigan, high school, for example,
the hard reality is a single reading
teacher for a student population of
1094, over half of whom indicate a

need for reading skills development, and a single reading
laboratory large enough to accommodate only twenty students at a
time. One hardly dare call this
fledgling a reading program. It
would be more accurate to view this
bare beginning as growth potential
via an evaluation process that would
pose straightforward questions:
What is right (or wrong) with the
reading curriculum that presently
exists? What seems to be working
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(or not working)? What needs
change? What components are completely lacking?
The following guidelines, including needs assessment, goalsetting, and criteria development
for a program and its evaluation, are
helpful in promoting valid and
workable answers to these questions.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
A needs assessment clarifies four
important elements: the problem,

the hypotheses, the evidence, and
the interpretation of data. Problem
identification may include surveying such factors as the number and
quality of comprehensive reading
programs, the focus of organized instruction, differences in instructional strategies, the involvement of
content area teachers and local administrators, and the number of
qualified personnel (4). Once the
problem areas are delineated,
hypotheses can be constructed to
formulate possible explanations of
causes of the problem, centers of
difficulty, and contributors to the
problem (10). The third element is
the collection of data via numerous
methods: measuring student attitudes (7); examining district and
individual high school goals; charting library use; compilng reading
time-on-task; scrutinizing achievement test results; and identifying
time, space, and equipment
facilities ( 10). Finally, the entire
body of data requires interpretation
data should serve to accomplish
reading program concepts, namely,
that 1) reading competencies
develop at varying rates in individuals, and the higher the grade
level of the student, the greater the
range of competencies; 2) disabled
readers derive from many causesmental, physical, environmental,
eduational, social-emotional; 3) student reading abilities need to be
matched to the difficulty level of
materials via reading diagnosis; and
4) reading skill development and
language mastery is essential in
content areas for student success
(9). Such interpretation of collected
data should serve to accomplish
both an awareness of those areas of
greatest need as well as a basis for
goal-setting.

GOAL-SETTING
Setting intended goals that will
reach fruition involves the entire
community-parents, students,
teachers, administrators, and other
support staff. The intended goals
reflect three educational tenets:
that each student has the opportunity to become an independent and
versatile reader who is able to enjoy
a lifetime of reading; that the
teachers in the reading program
understand the objectives, teach
content-area reading skills, competently, and use varied instr...ictional strategies; and that parents,
administrators, and other support

staff provide consistent, active, and
positive reinforcement of the
reading program. Also inherent in
goal-setting is the settng of standards of evaluating how well the
school and the community are
reaching toward those goals.

CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT
The criteria by which a reading
program will be evaluated take into
consideration many aspects of
reading service to the student, such
as the reading program components, the kind and number of
qualified reading personnel,
facilitation, reading procedures,and evaluation criteria of individual components and total program. The following questions are
suggested as a basis for evaluating
each aspect: 1) Are all components
of reading instruction included?
Components of reading instruction
include developmental reading (at
secondary level, continued growth
in reading skills), content reading,
adaptive reading for students having difficulty and for accelerated
readers, and independent reading
(5). 2) Are there sufficient qualified
personnel? Balanced in a workable
pupil-staff ratio, qualified personnel
include all content-area teachers;
the reading consultant; the
developmental reading teacher; the
remedial reading specialist; and the
support staff, such as local administrators, librarians, counselors,
school psychologist, learning
disabilities teacher, social worker,
and parents, (11). 3) Are the
facilites adequate to meet student
needs? Facilitation evaluation considers the factors of time, space, and
availability of resources. Time allotment is needed for both structured
coordination between support staff
and reading teachers and for structured curriculum development with
hierarchical sequencing clearly
stated in behavioral objectives (6).
Time is also needed for instructional
activities involving time-on-task
reading (13). Secondly, an instructional settng is essential for serving
students' and content teachers'
reading resources needs, including
storage space for a generous selection of print and non-print materials
involving a host of instructional activities (10, 12). Third, textbooks,
dictionaries, reference manuals,
and other media center aids must be
readily available (5). 4) Are instructional procedures, both the
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characteristics and the techniques,
in evidence consistently? Standard
reading instructional procedures include on-going diagnosis to determine need, individualization that
accommodates reading readiness,
prescriptions for growth, placement
close to the independent reading
level, actual reading practice,
records management, and teaching
interaction with each student (1, 8,
13). Reading instructional techniques are varied but can be
generalized for evaluation purposes
into pre- and post-reading activities, the former including
purpose-setting by the reader and
the instructor, identifying concepts
and key vocabulary, outlining the
author's organization, and prediction, and the latter including
generalizing, translating, analyzing
valuing, applying, reinforcing major concepts, and testing key questions (1, 2, 3). In summary, prereading sets purpose, previews, and
pre-teaches key elements; postreading clarifies, reinforces, and
extends (9). 4) Are standards for
evaluating both the components and
the total program included in the
criteria for evab.ating? Continuous
monitoring of students' and
teachers' perfo!'mance in each component of the program, usually via
criterion-referenced tests within
components, will provide checkpoints for modification based on
each component's effectiveness (5,
10). In addition, total program
evaluation is conducted through
varied means such as evaluation of
the contribuiton of each component
to program goals in a cumulative,
consistent testing program, selfevaluation, pre- and post-testing of
achievement, attitude inventories,
and Educational Assessment Program comparisons between first and
subsequent yearly test results (5, 6,
7).

SUMMARY
The quidelines set forth in this
paper describe an ongoing, extensive evaluation requiring commitment and concerted effort in the
school and the community;
however, fruitful answers may be
gained from a close examination of
the elements of the reading program
that are presently working, that require positive change, and that
need to be added. Further, these
answers can provide the impetus to
meet the reading skills demands
placed upon high school students.
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What's the New Reading Program Today?
Cecil G. Good
Cecil G. Good is the Director of the Office
of City-Wide Reading for the Detroit Public Schools.
During any hour of the day at any
modern metropolitan airport, many
large, beautifully designed, wellengineered airplanes land or take
off, fulfilling their goal-the safe
transport of large numbers of
passengers. Despite the brilliance of
our engineers, a scene of
pandemonium and crisis would occur without careful coordination of
flights. Because of the large number
of airplanes, even though each is
well designed, the role of a central
control tower is critically important
in providing coordination resulting
in safe landing for all.
A comparison can be made between the airports and the often frantic efforts of our urban educators to
solve the reading problems of their
students. Unlike airports where
take-offs and landings are well coordinated and planned, the variety of
reading programs that buzz our
schools are frequently unrelated to
each other and often appear to be on
crash patterns.
The traditional approach to seeking solutions to the problems of
reading instruction in our urban
schools has been to provide freedom
to each school to develop reading
programs which will address the apparently unique needs of that

school. The assumption is that just
as each child is unique, each
classroom is different from all others
and each school is unlike all other
schools. Because of this uniqueness,
the answers to the problems, it is
assumed, can be developed by those
closest to the scene-the school
community, defined as staff and
parents. As a result of this approach, many urban districts have
not really had a reading program,
but rather a series of programs, one
for each school in the district.
The harried principal is suscepti ble to any promise of assistance and
clutches at the latest fad, whether it
be super computer assistance or
pornographic highly motivating,
low vocabulary, high-interest
typewriters. You promise me it'll
work and will relieve the pressure
on me and I'll find the money and
the way to glue it onto what we are
already using.
With local, state and federal
funds, urban districts have also
designed and implemented a great
variety of reading projects. Many of
these are individually wellconceived and carefully planned. It
would seem that many might be instrumental in improving test scores
if given time , proper implementa8

tion, and support. Unfortunately,
however, when improvement is not
immediately apparent or when additional federal dollars become
available, changes are made and
new, frequently unrelated reading
projects are added.
With little coordination of the
various programs, many appear to
work in opposition to others. It is little wonder that classroom teachers
often feel blitzed. This smorgasbord
approach creates a virtually impossible task of separating what
works from the unsuccessful aspects
of reading instruction. When the
level of success attained is not what
the district and community desire,
the answer is to launch another program in a shotgun attempt to hit the
target.
Most urban educators concede
that based on any c riteria, the
public schools are not adequately
succeeding in the most basic of
goals-successful reading performance of the students. It is conceivable that this failure is in spite of
our great efforts but because of
them.
It is possible that we have more
programs flying at our teachers and
students than the flight controllers
can handle. Just as airports can di ctate the timing and approach that
various airplanes can use to enter a

